is dynamically most important at the
front, and loses its significance comparatively rapidly in lateral and vertical directions. Therefore the method
of assuming solidification of a horizontal stream surface is more satisfactory than might appear at first.
Nevertheless it will be necessary
to solve directly the problem of a
wave motion at a frontal surface inclined to the surface of the earth,
especially in order to obtain reliable quantitative criteria to decide
whether an observed wave is stable
or unstable.

Finally, cyclonic waves have thus
far been investigated only on a rotating plane. Considering their dimension, however, it is to be expected that the curvature of the earth
has a certain influence. In this respect also much remains yet to be
done. But the possibility of cyclonic
waves in our atmosphere can be regarded as proven in spite of these
gaps in the theory, and it can safely
be said that objections to the wave
theory of cyclones result from insufficient knowledge of the theoretiial investigations.

Isentropic Analysis
C . - G . ROSSBY AND COLLABORATORS*
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge
(MS

received June 80, 1937)

N A STUDY published in 1932 1 the

I

author presented a simple graphical method f o r the identification
and classification of air masses by
means of two fairly conservative and
at the same time dynamically significant elements, potential temperature
and specific humidity. The graphical
representation suggested f o r this purpose (the equivalent-potential-temperature diagram) was never intended to compete with the multitude
of diagrams developed for the evaluation of meteorograph soundings or
f o r the determination of available
convective energy. Its entire value
depends upon the assumption that in
active air currents, under certain
easily specified conditions, each element preserves its potential temperature. The ideas set forth below are
based on the same fundamental assumption.
In the troposphere, the potential
temperature normally increases upward at a rate of about five Centigrade degrees per kilometer. It increases southward at about the same
rate as the ordinary temperature.

Thus the troposphere may be subdivided in a great number of thin
isentropic strata (layers of constant
potential temperature) which gradually descend towards the equator.
The assumption of adiabatic motion implies that each element of air
remains in its proper isentropic layer.
To differentiate between the individual elements in a given sheet a
second indicator is required. This
need is met by the specific humidity,
which simply measures the water
vapor concentration in grams per
kilogram of moist air. Normally this
•Preliminary report on certain investigations now in progress at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. The first synoptic
analyses of isentropic flow patterns by the
method described below were carried out by
D. P. Keily, J. W. W. Osmun and J. Namias
in cooperation with the author. Isentropic
charts are now analyzed daily under the direction of J. Namias and H. C. Willett. Model
experiments for the study of current patterns
in rotating systems are conducted by A. F.
Spilhaus with the aid of a grant from the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. The
theoretical investigation of the effects of isentropic mixing was initiated by the author and
is now continued by J. Holmboe, G. Grimminger and others.
1 C.-G. Rossby: Thermodynamics Applied to
Air Mass Analysis, Papers in Physical Oceanography and Meteorology, Vol. I, No. 3, Cambridge, Mass., 1932.
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quantity decreases upward and northward; it follows that the surfaces of
constant specific humidity subdivide
the atmosphere in a number of layers
which descend to the north.
Through the intersection of the
two sets of surfaces described above,
a pattern is formed which permits
differentiation of air from high and
from low latitudes. The character of
this pattern is illustrated by the mean
cross section from Fargo to San Antonio for March 1936 represented in
fig. 1.

plot the aerological soundings in the
form of curves of specific humidity
against potential temperature. The
practical value of this direct method
of air mass analysis is well known
and need not be discussed here.f
Of late, the establishment of additional aerological stations has permitted the introduction of vertical
cross sections as a new and important synoptic tool which has been
perfected particularly through the investigations of Willett 2 . In the course
of the subsequent routine study of
these cross sections the significance
of the assumption underlying the
equivalent-potential temperature diagram has frequently been lost sight
of. There has been a growing tendency to base the frontal analysis of
cross sections on level for level comparisons of the actual temperatures
at adjacent stations. The resulting
vertical frontal patterns are often
complicated and frequently lack that
inner coherence which permits effortless continuity from one day to the
next.

FIG. 1.
CROSS SECTION, FARGO-SAN
ANTONIO, OF AVERAGE 0-q,
MARCH,
1936.
(BROKEN L I N E S A R E SPECIFIC
HUMIDITIES IN G R / K G ; SOLID LINES
POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE IN ABSOLUTE
C°; D=DRY; M=MOIST).

The construction of daily synoptic
charts for the ten thousand f o o t level
has brought out the fact that slight
vertical displacements are sufficient
to disrupt the continuity in the apparent horizontal displacements of
fronts and air masses at fixed levels
in the free atmosphere.
The impermissibility of identification methods based on level f o r level
comparisons of non-conservative meteorological elements should be evident from a glance at the corresponding oceanic problem. Thus the
Gulf Stream, under the influence of
the earth's rotation, causes a strong

If air columns moved as solids it
would obviously be sufficient to study
either the variation of potential temperature or of specific humidity with
elevation to establish, in a crude way,
the polar or equatorial origin of these
columns. In reality, moving bodies
of air are subjected to strong deformations
(lateral shrinking
or
stretching) by which the characteristic surfaces described above are distorted. To eliminate the resulting
variation in the vertical distributions
of specific humidity and potential
temperature within individual columns one may use the potential temperature as a reference element and

fSee for example the discussion of the use
of the "Rossby-diagram" in the BULLETIN for
June-July, 1936, pp. 12-28, 55-80.—Ed.
2 H. C. Willett: Discussion and Illustration
of Problems Suggested by the Analysis of Atmospheric Cross-Sections. Papers in Physical
Oceanography and Meteorology, Vol. IV, No.
2, Cambridge, Mass., 1935.
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banking of the individual water
layers. The ten degree isotherm is
found at a depth of about three hundred meters west of the current but
at about nine hundred meters in the
Sargasso Sea. The purely dynamic
character of this deformation is
brought out by the fact that the temperature-salinity relationships and
cxygen-salinity relationships obtained
from vertical soundings on both sides
of the current are very nearly identical.3
Air is far more mobile than water
and one should therefore expect dynamic deformations to be even more
important in the atmosphere than in
the ocean. Unfortunately, air may
change its potential temperature as
3 C.-G. Rossby:
Dynamics of Steady Ocean
Currents in the Light of Experimental Fluid
Mechanics, Papers in Physical
Oceanography
and Meteorology, Vol. V. No. 1, Cambridge
and Woods Hole, Mass. 1936.

FIG.

2.

0-q

a result of various non-adiabatic processes. When this happens it becomes practically impossible to keep
track of the individual layers.
The most important non-adiabatic
influences are radiation and condensation. Relatively little is known
about the time rate of radiative temperature changes in the free atmosphere but indirect evidence is available which suggests that these
changes, in layers well removed from
the ground, must be very slow. Such
evidence is furnished by the fact that
when a well marked subsidence inversion is traced during a f e w successive days, the potential temperature of its upper boundary does not
change materially 4 . In some cases it
is possible to identify an individual
4 Namias: Subsidence within the Atmosphere,
Harvard Meteorological Studies, No. 2, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass. 1934.

CROSS SECTION, ST. STE.
OCTOBER, 2 3 , 1 9 3 6 .

MARIE—PENSACOLA,
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FIG.

3.

Q-q CROSS SECTION, ST. STE. MARIE—PENSACOLA,
OCTOBER, 2 3 , 1 9 3 6 .

isantropic layer as a sheet of maximum moisture content. The fact that
the potential temperature of this
layer remains reasonably constant
from one day to the next brings out
the slowness of radiative temperature
changes while the fact that even very
thin layers of maximum or minimum
moisture content persist throughout
periods of this length indicates the
relative insignificance of vertical mixing at high levels. The two consecutive
cross sections in fig. 2 and fig. 3
illustrate this persistence tendency of
a very thin layer of minimum moisture content. The potential temperature in the minimum layer varies
slightly along the section but at each
station remains fairly constant from
one day to the next.
Condensation and the release of

latent heat may enable air to escape
upward across the isentropic surfaces.
In the free atmosphere above the
layer of mechanical turbulence, this
escape is limited to fairly small areas
along active fronts and to centers of
penetrative convection within the air
masses. It is convenient to visualize
these areas and centers as a system
of isolated sources and sinks within
each isentropic layer.
While there may be some reason
to question the isentropic character
of the mean motion of an active air
current there can be little doubt that
superimposed turbulent displacements
of individual parcels of air must be
isentropic. Recent oceanographic investigations have brought out the fact
that there is a great deal of largescale cross-current mixing along the
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constant-density surfaces in well developed current systems such as the
Gulf Stream.5 From a study of Caribbean data Parr6 concludes that this
mixing process increases in intensity
with increasing vertical stability. In
the compressible atmosphere the
cross-current mixing must follow the
isentropic surfaces rather than the
surfaces of constant density. Eventually it should be possible to determine
the intensity of isentropic mixing
through a study of changes in the distribution of a suitable ^conservative
element, such as the specific humidity,
on a given isentropic surface, but this
method requires more accurate knowledge of the trajectories of the motion than we now possess.
The preceeding discussion clearly
suggests that weather maps f o r the
free atmosphere should be drawn f o r
individual isentropic surfaces rather
than f o r fixed levels. It likewise suggests that
cross-section
analysis
should be based on the distribution of
potential temperature and specific humidity rather than on actual temperatures and relative humidity.
A f e w series of isentropic charts
have been analyzed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology during
the past winter and the analysis is
now carried on as a daily routine.
A brief description of the procedure
follows:
Equivalent-potential
temperature
diagrams are drawn for each individual airplane sounding. For each
station, the value of the specific humidity at a fixed potential temperature is determined by interpolation.
These values are then plotted on an
ordinary base map f o r the North
American continent. For each station
diagrams of potential temperature
against elevation are prepared and
the height of the chosen potential
temperature determined. Also these
values are plotted on the chart.

Finally lines of constant specific humidity and lines of constant height
above sea level (contour lines) are
drawn.
By similar procedure it is possible
to determine the values of pressure,
relative humidity, wind direction and
wind velocity at the isentropic surfaces and to plot them on the charts.
As an illustration, a f e w of the
resulting maps are reproduced in
figures 4 — 9. Our studies of these
and similar charts suggest the following tentative conclusions:
1. Isentropic flow patterns are
simpler than corresponding frontal
patterns on the ordinary weather
maps.
2. Isentropic flow patterns appear
to be fairly stable and change only
slowly from day to day. This stability should be of potential value in
forecasting.
3. Lines of constant specific humidity and contour lines are nearly,
but not quite, parallel. It appears
that regions of vertical motion may
be determined from the intersection
of these two sets of lines on the isentropic charts; the regions of marked
ascending motion thus indicated seem
to coincide with the precipitation
areas on the corresponding ordinary
surface weather maps.
4. The flow patterns indicated by
successive lines of constant specific
humidity and successive contour lines
agree in a general way with the observed distributions but,—
5. Isentropic tongues of maximum
or minimum moisture content advance
less rapidly than one should expect
from the observed wind distribution,
indicating intense mixing between the
tongues and their environment.
6. The weight of a layer enclosed
6C.-G.
6 A. E.

Rossby, reference cited in footnote 3.
Parr: On the Probable Relationship
between Vertical Stability and Lateral Mixing
Processes, Journal du Conseil, Vol. XI, No. 3,
Copenhagen, 1936. (See the note on this paper
on p. 210 infra.—Ed.)
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between two super-imposed isentropic
surfaces may be expressed through a
set of lines for constant weight. These
"isobars" are approximately parallel
to the stream lines on the isentropic
charts and may be used f o r determinations of convergence and divergence.
7. The isentropic current systems
analyzed up to the present time display a pronounced tendency to break
up into large anticyclonic eddies.
Changes in moisture icontent due
to isentropic mixing will express
themselves as changes in the characteristic curves (specific humidity-potential temperature correlations) obtained at consecutive points along
the trajectory of an air current. This
should not be regarded as an argument against the use of the equivalent-potential temperature diagram
f o r the representation of aerological
soundings in synoptic work, since the
specific humidity-potential temperature correlation alone permits a correct estimate of the losses or gains
in moisture content of an individual
column as a result of such mixing.
While the isentropic charts discussed above are the logical and independent outgrowth of a study of
lateral mixing, a somewhat similar
representation of the meteorological
elements was suggested several years
ago by Sir Napier Shaw.7
Using mean summer values from
various aerological stations in the
Northern Hemisphere Shaw constructed a chart giving the distribution of isotherms on a prescribed isentropic surface. Shaw points out that
on an isentropic surface, isotherms,
isobars and lines of constant density
coincide. Using surface observations
of pressure and temperature and
adopting a uniform increase of entropy with elevation he also constructed a synoptic isentropic chart
f o r the British Isles.

It is evident that in the ideal case of
a purely horizontal and steady gradient wind motion, the isobars on the
isentropic charts must coincide with
stream lines and trajectories. Even
under normally prevailing conditions
isentropic isobars will undoubtedly
give an approximate picture of the
streamline pattern but reliable trajectories cannot be established without
the aid of a second, reasonably conservative indicator.
Shaw's adoption of a uniform increase of entropy with elevation is,
obviously an emergency measure necessitated by the lack of aerological
data. It is evident that this procedure
eliminates the very deformations
which provide the basic reason f o r
the introduction of isentropic weather
charts. At the time of Shaw's analysis the aerological networks of Europe
and America were too poorly developed to permit a practical test of the
value of isentropic surfaces as reference levels and, what is more important, the significance of conservative specific humidity as an air mass
indicator had not yet been realized.
For these reasons, Shaw's emphasis
on the isentropic character of the
motion of the free air did not receive
the attention it deserved.
The
dynamic
consequences
of
large-scale isentropic mixing have not
been sufficiently analyzed to permit
discussion at the present time. It is
enough to state that the lateral diffusion of momentum resulting from
isentropic mixing in stratified currents must give rise to work-producing transversal circulations around
the solenoids and thus result in the
creation of wind velocities somewhat
in excess of the gradient wind. These
excess wind components would seem
to offer a possibility of explaining
7 Sir Napier Shaw: Manual of Meteorology,
Vol. Ill, The Physical Processes of Weather,
Cambridge, England, At the University Press,
1933.
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the formation of warm, migratory
anticyclones. Since a thorough understanding of anticyclogenesis would
be of very great value in weather forecasting, the determination of the
effect of lateral mixing on the dynamics of stratified currents in rotating systems represents a problem in
fluid mechanics whose solution should
be of great importance to applied
meteorology.
It would appear that strong isentropic mixing must tend to obliterate
any differences of air mass characteristics on a given isentropic surface
and hence that true air mass boundaries must coincide with the isentropic surfaces. Some evidence in
support of this contention may be
found in the cross sections analyzed
by Willett. 8 This does not exclude
the possibility that transient kinematic wind discontinuities may intersect the isentropic layers. It can be
shown that the lateral mixing process
under certain conditions necessarily
must lead to the formation of wind
shift lines within individual isentropic
layers, but these discontinuities differ
from real air mass boundaries in the
fact that they move relative to the
surrounding air.
The study of isentropic flow patterns in the atmosphere represents a
fruitful synthesis of thermodynamic
and hydrodynamic methods in air
mass analysis. To further the routine
analysis of such patterns the U. S.
Weather Bureau is now planning to
include in the daily aerological data
transmitted by teletype, the height of
selected isentropic surfaces and the
values of the specific humidity and
the pressure on these surfaces. It is
the author's hope that the viewpoints
here set forth may be of some assistance to those who wish to make use
of these additional data. The reader
is referred to a paper in the Transactions of the American
Geophysical
Union for 1937° for a brief discussion

of other aspects of the problem discussed above.
DESCRIPTION OF CHARTS

The isentropic charts reproduced
in figures 4-9 are part of a somewhat
longer series analyzed by Mr. J. W.
W. Osmun. Charts 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9
are consecutive and separated by 24hour intervals. Chart 8 refers to the
same day as chart 7. The locations of
all stations used are indicated on
chart 5. All charts, except 8, refer
to a potential temperature of 315°.
Chart 8 refers to a potential temperature of 310°.
Lines of equal height above sea
level (contour lines) are broken and
drawn for intervals of 500 m. Lines
of constant specific humidity (full
lines) are drawn for intervals of 2
grams per kilogram. The letters M
and D stand f o r Moist and Dry. The
letters H (for High) and L (for Low)
refer to the topography of the isentropic surface. The arrows in figures
7 and 8 fly with the wind. These two
charts bring out the great similarity
of the motion in two synoptic superimposed isentropic surfaces. They
also demonstrate the good agreement
between the flow pattern defined by
the wind directions and the flow pattern suggested by the specific humidity distribution.
The situation is characterized by
the advance northeastward of a moist
tongue from the southwest.
This
tongue reaches the Atlantic Coast
after having intersected a current of
dry air from the north. Finally the
current breaks up in large antieyclonic eddy. The occurrence of isentropic mixing is indicated by the fact
that the lines of constant moisture
content advance more slowly than
the wind velocities on the isentropic
surface demand.
8 See reference in footnote 2.
9 C.-G. Rossby and Collaborators:
Aerological Evidence of Large-Scale, Horizontal Mixing in the Atmosphere.
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FIGS. 4 , 5, AND 6. ( S E E TEXT PAGE 2 0 7 )
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FIGS. 7, 8 AND 9 . ( S E E TEXT, PAGE 2 0 7 )
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